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and seamlessly manage today’s complex omni-channel supply chain operations. CSnx has received excellent customer performance
benchmarking due to its architecture strengths, its performance on large numbers of users and transactions whilst handling well over 1,000
users. Its performance in terms of cloud, BYOD, real time capabilities, embedded labour management, end-to-end voice, and its functionality
have all been called out as leading-edge by customers. We work closely with our customers, many who have been with us for several years
– to develop a product that is continually evolving to suit their needs.
KA: What will happen to retailers that don’t adopt technology?
JM: Put simply they will not survive in this fast pace, competitive, no mercy consumer driven world. If you remain stagnant in this industry,
there’s little chance of success. Retailers have no option but to adopt and invest in technology to provide customer satisfaction and ensure
their loyalty. Technology is the driver to gaining competitive edge.
KA: What can we expect from WCS in the next five years?
JM: Five years is a long time in this industry. Just in the last two years we have seen retail businesses forced into investing in new technology
just to ensure they are meeting market needs. Technology is evolving at such a pace, as it struggles to keep ahead of consumer demands and
this will continue to be a challenge in the years to come.
WCS is highly focused on technological innovation, which is largely driven by our customers’ needs and challenges. We work very closely
with all our customers to ensure we help them to remain competitive. Over the coming years we’ll be focusing on technology to fit mobile
adoption, introducing a disruptive offering to provide retailers with Amazon-like delivery capabilities as well as click-and-collect capabilities
and we’ll continue with our efforts to offer complex functional capabilities to allow for complex e-commerce fulfilment. With the launch
of CSnx we are already working with existing customers to upgrade them to the new platform as well as implementing to new customer
sites. WCS’ cloud-based offering CSnx On Demand focused on the 3PL industry will give smaller businesses access to a fully functional WMS
at a much more affordable price.
We continue to ensure our system capabilities deliver best practice industry technology, but as a visionary business we also have an eye
into the future and are constantly making adjustments that will offer our customers the very latest in WMS technology.
KA: Today’s seminars will cover topics including the Internet of Things (IoT), Blockchain, Autonomous Vehicles and retail focused click and
collect. How are these technologies impacting on your customers?
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JM: The pace of change is so quick that these topics are not cutting edge technology anymore, they are seen as leading edge in most
organisations boardroom discussions. The shift has already started. The question is not if we are investing, it’s a matter of when and if we
aren’t, what impact is it having on our competitive edge? IoT, click and collect and automation are everyday discussions as organisations try
to match the Amazon and Tier One retailer’s customer service of instant gratification.

Talk to Josh today during the networking breaks or contact the company via:
sales@wwchain.com or darryl.evans@wwchain.com

WCS is a leading provider of supply chain execution technology. In this exclusive interview, we ask the
company’s CEO, Josh Makan, questions on the technology which is transforming logistics.
Kirsty Adams (KA): How are logistics operations being transformed by technology in 2017?
Josh Makan (JM): Technological innovation today is critical for the success of logistics businesses trying to compete in a hugely competitive
and time pressured environment. In recent years WCS’ customers have been implementing leading edge digital and e-commerce enabled
technology that ensures their warehouse operations deliver the best ROI in their given markets. E-commerce demands continue to impact
and shape our customers’ world and they realise their survival very much depends on continually strengthening their technology whilst
navigating the disruption in the supply chain that e-commerce presents.
As yesterday’s processes begin to shift to meet the demand of the internet age, new emerging innovation with the likes of automation,
internet of things, cloud computing, wearable technology, robotics and drones will once again impact and transform our logistic operations.
Some of these cutting-edge emerging innovations are still very new and unknown to us, but to stay ahead retailers need to understand how
these technologies will affect them, and those at the pulse of it will see the greatest benefits and rewards.
KA: How has WCS worked with its customers to develop new ways of operating in this digital age?
JM: WCS has launched its flagship next generation offering, CSnx, which has been engineered to be future proof. The CSnx warehouse
management platform offers organisations easy-to-use, flexible and scalable, out of the box capabilities that will automate, diagnose
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